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Surfacing Data Change in Scientific Work
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Abstract. Data are essential products of scientific work that move among
and through research infrastructures over time. Data constantly changes
due to evolving practices and knowledge, requiring improvisational work
by scientists to determine the effects on analyses. Today for end users
of datasets much of the information about changes, and the processes
leading to them, is invisible — embedded elsewhere in the work of a col-
laboration. Simultaneously scientists use increasing quantities of data,
making ad hoc approaches to identifying change difficult to scale effec-
tively. Our research investigates data change by examining how scientists
make sense of change in datasets being created and sustained by the col-
laborative infrastructures they engage with. We examine two forms of
change, before examining how trust and project rhythms influence a sci-
entist’s notion that the newest available data are the best. We explore
the opportunity to design tools and practices to support user examina-
tions of data change and surface key provenance information embedded
in research infrastructures.

Keywords: Data Change · Invisible Work · Research Infrastructures

1 Introduction

Research infrastructures are long-lasting networks of people, institutions, and ar-
tifacts that produce, share, and sustain information about the world [4]. Those
enacted for collaborative science are rooted in the data they produce and sustain
over time [5,10,2,15]. Data are an essential element of scientific practices that de-
pend on context and individual’s interpretations, providing ‘monopoly rents’ [1]
and serving as the ‘lifeblood’ [10] of this enterprise. Studies of data and research
infrastructures highlight the contextually dependent work to produce, process,
share, support, and facilitate use and reuse of data over time [25,19,1,2]. This
process comes with some amount of friction [4,6] as data moves among different
sets of stakeholders, systems, and practices such that the narratives shaping it
shift and evolve, making data change a fundamental element of scientific work.
Frustratingly these narratives are often invisible when the work and decisions
leading to data changes are embedded inside infrastructural processes that end
users do not or cannot see.
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Star and Strauss [21] stress that work is not inherently visible or invisi-
ble, it depends on the perspective of the person. Consequently, the practices
of researchers producing and analyzing data in research infrastructures make
(in)visible the change in the products being produced, in part because there
are not clearly established guidelines within or across communities for surfac-
ing and sharing this information. Each discipline or infrastructure “has its own
norms and standards for the imagination of data, just as every field has its ac-
cepted methodologies and its evolved structures of practice” [9]. Some scientific
collaborations provide high-level information about changes between versions
of datasets while others provide none or minimal. As a result, the work of re-
searchers calculating and sharing data change information is currently often
ad-hoc, with inconsistent tools and practices that are often invisible to collabo-
rators and inefficient at large scales. Our study’s contribution is to address this
gap by examining conceptualizations of data change in research infrastructures
so that we might move towards a more systematic set of practices and tools for
use within and among infrastructures. This is a formidable design opportunity as
the quantities of data scale up and ad-hoc approaches no longer suffice, leading
us to ask: How do scientists make sense of data change in their research work?

In the remainder of this paper, we discuss work on research infrastructures
and scientific data that ground our study, including research on data cleaning as
well as invisible work, before describing our research site and methods. Our find-
ings examine some ways participants think about data change and how it shapes
their work within infrastructures today. We conclude by discussing opportunities
to make this invisible work more visible.

2 Literature Review

Investigations of scientific collaboration and the development and emergence of
research infrastructures are commonly theorized using Star and Ruhleder’s [20]
relational infrastructure lens. This theoretical lens articulates eight facets, from
having reach across sites and being learned as part of membership in groups
and transparent in use, to existing within other structures through inherent
embeddedness. Embeddedness is of particular concern here as we work to surface
data change as an invisible, sunk in aspect of everyday scientific work for end
users of datasets. To conceptualize data change we need to first articulate what
data means in scientific work then explore ways of investigating infrastructure
so that we can connect this notion to work on data processing and cleaning.

Data do not arise from nothing. Gitelman [9] emphasizes that “data need
to be imagined as data to exist and function as such” while Kitchin [12] posits
that data are the “material produced by abstracting the world into categories,
measures and other representational forms that constitute the building blocks
from which information and knowledge are created.” In collaborative science,
data help define boundaries among stakeholders with different communities of
practice, can act as a gateway into different communities, and often indicate
status [1]. Scientists must iteratively seek information and narrate their evolving
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products to successfully work with data [3,25], and essential to the use and reuse
of data is scientist’s trust in those who created it and their ability to find relevant
information to answer questions about its production [7,19].

Studying infrastructures as a relational process requires a researcher con-
stantly make decisions about what to include and exclude from an inquiry. The
researcher, their subjects, and the research context co-construct what is visible
and invisible in the study. Karasti and Blomberg [11] emphasize the need to
‘construct the field’ when undertaking ethnographic inquiries of infrastructures.
A key part of constructing a field can be examining what work is visible and
invisible. Star and Strauss [21] state that “what exactly counts as work varies
a lot” depending on the context and who is viewing the activity at hand. Tra-
ditional ‘women’s work’ of taking care of a household was invisible to many
classifications, marginalizing this important effort and leaving it out of potential
conversations in the design of systems and policies. Star and Strauss emphasize
disembedding background work, examining that which is right in front of the
observer but not always focused on, to make invisible work visible.

In our study we constructed our field to start surfacing the invisible work be-
hind data change in some infrastructures of scientific research by drawing upon
data processing or cleaning studies. Previous work stresses the labor intensive
work of data processing or cleaning [17,14,18,16]. Rawson and Muñoz [18] note
that specifics of data cleaning often “reside in the general professional practices,
materials, personal histories, and tools of the researchers” rather than explic-
itly captured and included with a data release. Plantin [16] similarly highlights
that cleaning is often invisible work. Earlier, Paine et al. [14] foreground and
unpack the intricate, challenging data processing work scientists undertake to
clean data by removing or fixing spurious values, selecting subsets of data for
particular analyses, and transforming between formats to produce a product
that meets their needs. From this body of work we see a gap where information
underlying changes to datasets during cleaning and processing may be embedded
and invisible to end users, something our work aims to tackle.

3 Research Sites & Methods

Our study1 is investigating data change in different disciplines at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, a US Department of Energy national lab. A long-
standing defining feature of US national labs is a collaborative, often multidisci-
plinary, approach to research such that all of our subjects participate in projects
with members distributed around the US and world. This paper’s findings emerge
from interviews with subjects in astronomy and earth sciences.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with five astronomers and five earth
scientists between October 2017 and February 2018. Interviewees fulfill two gen-
eral roles (sometimes both): Data Producers, individuals working on producing

1 This work is part of the Deduce project (http://deduce.lbl.gov). The goal of the
Deduce project is to develop methods and tools that support data change exploration
and management in the context of data analysis pipelines.

http://deduce.lbl.gov
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data releases; and, Data Users utilizing data releases for analyses. Astronomy
interviews included members of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and/or
the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) projects2 collecting observa-
tional data. The earth science projects3 produce sensor-based observation data
at field sites. Some users augment field data with additional satellite data. Our
interviewees included four astronomy data producers, one astronomy data user,
two earth science data producers/users, and three earth science data users. The
SDSS and Ameriflux projects provide high-level information about changes be-
tween data releases, but low-level details that would help end users assess po-
tential effects to their analyses are not available with the data at this time.

Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and cleaned by the first author for
analysis. They ranged from 58 to 80 minutes (avg 63 min). Our interview protocol
was designed to learn about various aspects of an individual’s research projects,
focusing on data they work with and how it is obtained. We asked how subjects
determine which version of data products to use for an analysis, and effects (both
expected and unexpected) from changes in data products. We analyzed our data
using a modified grounded theory process, open coding transcripts for responses
to our questions and emergent ideas [26] and assessing these codes in relation
to the literature identified earlier. Coding enabled us to distinguish sources of
data change among our interviewees. We identified common themes such as the
general categories of data change for our subjects as well as thoughts on the
process of selecting data for use that inform our findings.

4 Findings

Our findings explore multiple facets to data change in scientific infrastructures.
We examine interviewee concerns and characterize two types of data change in
their work. We then unpack their expectations that newer datasets are better
than older by considering our subject’s trust in their collaborators and project
data release processes. Finally, we examine how a project’s rhythms and organi-
zational structures for data release are part of scientist’s trust in processes.

4.1 Why scientists are concerned about data change

Change in datasets is an expected facet of work for our scientific subjects. The
processes leading to different data releases are not always visible to different
stakeholders, making it hard to evaluate the effects of nuanced changes. A lack
of actionable information makes it hard for these producers and users to assess
when they need to re-run a past analysis or adapt a new one as a result of
changes to some part of dataset.

Our subjects work with datasets that are continuously expanding, adding
new data, even as ongoing data processing work employs different cleaning prac-
tices to refine existing data. Data producers putting out new releases need to be

2 http://www.sdss.org/, http://www.desi.lbl.gov/
3 http://watershed.lbl.gov/, http://ameriflux.lbl.gov

http://www.sdss.org/
http://www.desi.lbl.gov/
http://watershed.lbl.gov
http://ameriflux.lbl.gov
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able to check copies mirrored across archives for unexpected changes and eval-
uate the impact of processing on data values. Science users need to be able to
assess whether changed data values will impact their current or past analyses in
a significant way. Information about data change also provides necessary prove-
nance information about the data. The lineage or history of the data is critical
to allow scientists to make important decisions when processing data. One ex-
ample comes from an astronomer who leads their project’s data release team.
They emphasized that while developing a new yearly release the collaboration
will reprocess all of the data from the start for big and small changes.

“So every year they release an updated set. ... We reprocess all of the
data from the start. ... Some years it’s just sort of a slight incremental
change. You know, fixing one thing here or there and it’s just like, for
completeness, you rerun it on everything. Other times, it’s a fairly major
update.” (Astronomy data release manager)

These changes can be due to an incremental or major revision to their sci-
entific approach expressed through various software pipelines. In other cases the
collaboration, or a sub-group, shifts their scientific focus. At one point these
astronomers began to try to image faint objects rather than bright objects, al-
tering the characteristics of the signals sought and the scientific approach to
processing data. This type of shift upends the assumptions they have embedded
into their practices and artifacts. The data produced is different as a result of
foregrounding issues with their software pipeline that were previously invisible
to, or intentionally ignored by, these data producers (and as a result the end
users of data) in the course of their work.

“There was a transition of the kind of object that we were looking at.
Going from brighter objects to fainter objects so we could see further out.
... And when we went to the fainter objects, at lower signal-to-noise. It
revealed problems in the pipeline that there were biases that you don’t
have at high signal-to-noise, but you do have at low signal-to-noise and
it was just trashing everything.” (Astronomy data release manager)

Here this astronomer’s explanation intentionally doesn’t delve into the com-
plex work undertaken by these collaborations, instead conveying that many of
the nuances are fairly invisible to data users. Our subjects know changes are
present between releases of their data but they tended to not have enough infor-
mation to effectively evaluate how they impacted their work, at least until some
part of their analysis infrastructure broke down. Documenting and surfacing the
provenance behind these data changes is an aspect of this infrastructural work
that is underdeveloped. Surfacing these changes through better tools and prac-
tices will become even more crucial to the longevity and utility of this essential
scientific resource. Understanding types of change is a first step to doing so.

4.2 Two broad types of data change

While we find that data change is an issue for scientific work, investigating and
designing for the issue in different scientific contexts requires first developing a
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characterization of the notion. Our interviews foreground two general types of
change for our subjects 1) change in the context and 2) a change in the data
values themselves. These are not meant to be comprehensive or detailed, rather
they’re a first step at disambiguating what may be a highly variable concern
among different disciplinary infrastructures.

Change in context. Interest in changes to the context of datasets was con-
sistently noted by subjects involved in managing data releases and archives, and
sometimes by scientists using the files for their analyses. Such changes include:
the organization of a data release’s structure on the file system; the file naming
scheme; the internal structure of files; and the metadata associated with the
dataset, often encapsulated at least in part in file names and folder structures.

Data producers were particularly interested in unexpected changes to the
context. These individuals are responsible for mirroring datasets across multiple
computing systems for long-term storage and sharing. Verifying the consistency
of the context, along with the data itself, is essential in this process. This work
is difficult to easily do at scale with millions of files where thousands of changes
may need to be assessed. It is also often invisible to most science end users
of the datasets even though the results can impact their own work. Scientists
were interested in context changes since they easily disrupt the operation of
their software pipelines. They rely upon such pipelines to process and analyze
their data. If changes to some structural aspect are not made visible they may
encounter unexpected computational errors that waste valuable research time.

Change in data values. Scientists using data for analyses, as well as data
producers managing releases, were concerned about changes to the data values
stored within files. These end users indicate that they need to know not just that
values have changed but importantly the amount of change. The magnitude of
the changes influences how these users expect their analyses to be affected. This
influences their decision process for further investigating the changes and poten-
tially re-doing an analysis or resetting the starting conditions of a computational
model they’re building.

For example, earth scientists in our study use many streams of observational
data collected at different sites, along with some satellite data, as input to com-
putational models they’re developing. Whether particular changes to data values
matter significantly in this work varies, depending both on the amount of change
and the specific type of data. One earth scientist explained such a case happen-
ing when the coordinates of a dataset were shifted by more than a meter. The
project’s cleaning process uncovered this mistake and disrupted the basis for
gridding all of the data in their model. A data producer colleague adjusted the
data being released, but their action was not readily visible to them or other
end users. Our interviewee was informed about the change through their regular
communication with this data producer and they had to go back and re-examine
certain assumptions in the model, then re-execute it with the revised data. This
scientist was effectively resetting their software instrument as a result of the
change to the underlying data. Their work was influenced by the flow of the
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project’s releases, but they still expressed a belief that newer data releases were
better due to the ongoing collection and cleaning work.

4.3 Trusting collaborators and processes to make datasets ‘better’

Collaborative projects release datasets with differing degrees of quality on vary-
ing timelines based on different factors, and with varying purposes. Our subject’s
work unfolds in concert with a changing web of relationships that interweave dif-
ferent artifacts, people, and practices. A science end user of a dataset may only
be loosely connected to the infrastructural processes that created it. The details
of the work can be a murky and invisible feature requiring trust in collaborators
and their practices.

The work embedded within science infrastructures has effects which can
shape decisions about which versions of data to use for analysis work. Explor-
ing this, we wanted to know how our interviewees determine which version(s) of
datasets to use for particular analyses given the fluctuating, evolving infrastruc-
tures and data releases. Our subjects reflexively stated that they use the latest
data release available because it is the ‘best’ or ‘better’ than earlier versions. An
exception was when the scientist knew that some data is no longer present in
newer data releases, requiring they use an older version. Interviewees explained
that they believe their data producer collaborators are always expanding their
knowledge about the work and refining their practices. Astronomers continue to
better understand their software pipelines, improving signal-to-noise ratios, cre-
ating cleaner and clearer images, and so on. Earth scientists remove bad data,
fix sensors and instruments, and develop a longer record to base findings on.
They trust that their colleagues are producing better products overall.

Our subject’s trust in collaborators is closely connected to the organization of
projects and their processes for producing data. Data production and cleaning
is complex enough that no single person can fully follow every nuance of the
work. For these astronomers the telescope and software pipelines build upon the
long-term work of many researchers who develop deep knowledge of particular
elements of the infrastructure’s components. These earth scientists have little
choice but to trust their colleagues who are directly connected to particular
field sites and instruments, the individuals who can develop the strong tacit
knowledge about this ongoing, remote work.

For example, an astronomy postdoc interviewed uses a numeric subset (rather
than processed images) of the SDSS project’s primary data release to develop
statistical calculations of galaxy distribution. The postdoc has to trust colleagues
who produce the overall release, as well as those creating the subset. This scien-
tist won’t know all of the subtle decisions that resulted in changes. Asked how
they determine which version of data to use the postdoc replied “the latest” be-
fore explaining how they rely upon a chain of colleagues who are more hands on
producing the numeric data subset. This individual is well aware of the complex-
ity of the telescope and the software processing pipeline for removing bugs or
systematics [13] and knows they can’t reanalyze all of it themselves. Instead they
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will call upon trusted collaborators when a bug arises and they lack the infor-
mation needed to make an appropriate choice. A change may have little impact
on their scientific analysis, or it may undermine the approach they’re taking. At
a glance the required knowledge is invisible and buried in the background.

So you need to have a close hand on the data to understand all of these
potential systematics which could come in. So the people who create the
datasets, which is not me. They know about this and I make sure that
I’m using the latest datasets so that, I know that, that I have the, the
best kind of dataset. ... And I don’t do a re-analysis of the dataset. I, I
trust the people who produce these datasets. (Astronomy Postdoc)

This trust in data producer colleagues depends upon work embedded else-
where in the project infrastructure. Change is expected in this iterative work,
but the effects and particulars of changes are not readily visible to the end users
of this infrastructure’s key resource, even those who are members. Trust is essen-
tial to collaborative work [6,7,1,19], but the ability for an end user to verify and
help identify issues if they have more information about changes to their data
in between versions is important to further sharing of data widely outside the
collaboration. Doing so may even take place outside of a project’s established
rhythms of data production and release.

4.4 Rhythms and organizational structures of projects

Beyond trust, our subjects expect newer data releases to be better due to the
organizational structure and community practices embedded in their research
infrastructure shaping the rhythms of data production and release. The collab-
orative, multinational projects our subjects contribute to each gather, process,
and release data with different timelines. This affects when versions of data are
available to use in different forms of analysis work.

Astronomers in our study work on a yearly cycle that coincides with an
annual weather pattern when observing is not possible. This data release team
uses the time to wrap-up a year’s data collection and get a release together.
Some members of the project’s different experiments (the way they organize
different observing campaigns) have ongoing access to new data as it is collected
since they are developing and refining software used to produce the final release.
The eventual release, with re-processed data, is made available for members
of the collaboration, then in time the public at large. For collaborators with
some, or a lot of, visibility into this process they can influence the data by using
them in preliminary analyses and reporting unexpected or incorrect effects. Their
feedback can be folded back in to the data release team’s work. End users not
contributing to this process may eventually find changes in a new release and
they may not have insight into the origin of these changes.

The earth scientists face a more fluid rhythm of data production, depend-
ing on the type of instruments and person(s) managing the flow of data from a
field site to repository. Some PIs and groups may take many months or years
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to gather and process data from one site before sharing with their larger col-
laboration. They develop and rely upon nuanced understandings of the physical
context underlying their data and use this to process data to distribute within
their collaboration. In other situations, the collaboration itself may directly man-
age instruments and the release of their data, applying standardized processing
techniques and turning around new data within days, weeks, or months. Circum-
venting these rhythms, earth science subjects explained how at times they may
have to go directly to a particular PI or instrument manager to get early access
to data that has not fully been cleaned. This can be necessary when attempting
to develop a baseline model of some system under study. In other scenarios, it
is simply that a phenomena is so new that studying it requires rapid access to
data that might not otherwise be available for years.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

We see that data change is an expected facet in scientist’s work with inconsistent
support for helping identify and address sources of change. Across our interviews
and literature review we see that a focus of research infrastructures is producing
and processing data for eventual use by scientists, typically project members
but also in time a larger community too. Regardless of the timeline or rhythm
to this work, important contextual information about changes to datasets is
generated (whether explicitly or implicitly) and embedded within the enacted
infrastructures. This information may not be readily conveyed in a visible manner
to people beyond data production teams and a project’s work practices may allow
information underlying changes to fall by the wayside.

Surfacing concerns of data producers and science users trying to make sense
of data change, one contribution of our study is to convey a general split between
interest in types of changes in the contexts and in the data values, even as our
subjects believe the latest data releases of a project are the ‘best’ available. Part
of the challenge we as a community can address is determining what informa-
tion it is possible to systematically produce to help end users of data products
answer questions of relevance, trust, etc. Previous work that has explored trust
and information seeking considerations [7,19,2,1,25] can be built upon to help
scientists be able to more clearly understand and articulate why they find the
latest data releases ‘better’ as their products evolve. At the same time, inves-
tigating non-computational provenance, as Thomer et al. [24] emphasize, along
with provenance from particular computational workflows [22] is necessary.

Our findings offer a starting point for inquiries, even as there is more work
to be done. Instead of treating data change as just a given facet of science we
should continue to explore this realm as an opportunity for designing tools and
practices to support scientists and help them grow and sustain their research
infrastructures. We should design to support the capture and articulation of
data changes that provide critical provenance, including quantitative information
about its impact on downstream data analyses as well as qualitative insights. Our
participant’s projects (SDSS and Ameriflux in particular) currently do include
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some information about changes between releases that is very general (e.g., new
sites or observations added, major format changes, etc.). However, they do not
provide much in-depth information that an end user scientist would need to
assess whether they need to re-run analyses as they use the latest, ‘best’ data
release. For example, changes in the filesystem may be encapsulated as part of
the relevant contexts since many scientists in our study rely on folder structures
or file names for at least some metadata in their work. In the moment, ephemeral
information seeking leaves much of the labor less visible, if not invisible, to a
variety of colleagues who take practices of the research infrastructure for granted.
This iterative, ad hoc labor to identify and work with changes is another aspect to
cleaning and processing data [14,16]. The resulting information produced about
changes is really additional metadata about the scientific process itself that must
be aligned to different contexts in spite of friction [6].

We see opportunities to design new tools and practices to help both end users
of data and the collaborations producing releases since the process of working
out and communicating changes between data releases is not well defined within
the rhythms and organizational structures of our subject’s projects. Currently, to
effectively and appropriately use datasets scientists must undertake ad hoc, time
consuming, iterative work to understand the product’s structure and content,
and differences from any past versions, among other concerns. Systematically
designing tools and practices to surface data change should begin by supporting
the work of users relying upon the data of research infrastructures. We can design
tools to help calculate context changes so that data release teams—who are
essential members of research infrastructures—can better communicate change
information as a key element in their releases. Making visible their effort will
furthermore help convey the care and craft that goes into change analyses.

In essence, designing to help construct information about data change means
we are undertaking articulation work or metawork [23,8], ensuring that other
researcher’s (in this case science users) work can go well. Longer-term we should
help communities develop common practices for explaining change in datasets,
contributing to the sustainability of their research infrastructures. We can fa-
cilitate such efforts by building flexible software tools to integrate into different
components of infrastructures and their shifting contexts. Infrastructure projects
themselves should support and sustain these elements and produce change in-
formation as part of their data releases to aid their communities. There is a rich
area of inquiry for design when investigating data change that has the potential
to impact and shape a variety of research practices and facets of infrastructures
at different scales. Shedding light on this work that is often invisible to end users
is a first step in making such an impact.
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